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Starting over—or just refining
what you’ve got? These inspiring ideas and terrific products
will improve any room in the house

IN CIRCULATION
Annie Kantor brings her experience designing textiles to
a line of steel and brass grilles that endow the humble air
vent with elegance. Among her 12 designs, all of which are
available in custom sizes, colors, and finishes, are, from
left, Scandinavian (18″ sq., $1,029), From Sphere to Eternity
(28.5″ x 11.5″, $900), Spanish Stronghold (16″ x 8.5″, $446),
and Sinuosity (16″ x 8″, $434). ajkdesignstudio.com
Reclaimed Heart pine flooring by the Hudson Company.
thehudsonco.com
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MODERN ENGLISH
With a silhouette that evokes the
Edwardian era, Sterlingham’s brass
washstand features rails that serve
as towel warmers. It can be used
with a variety of basins and fittings.
Shown in Polished Chrome, one of
several metal finishes, it measures
28.5″ w. x 21″ d. x 32″ h. and costs
$4,300. Other sizes are available.
sterlingham.co.uk
OPEN-DOOR POLICY
CB2’s doorstop pairs a cone
of hand-polished white
marble with a black-leather
carrying handle. It measures
4″ dia. x 7″ h. and costs $30.
cb2.com

SPOUTING OFF
Authentic Provence’s brass spigots add a fanciful twist to
outdoor watering. Clockwise from top, the Ariete costs
$340; the Inclined spout costs $240; and the Handled spout,
with a hook to hold buckets, costs $628.
authenticprovence.com

HIDDEN ASSETS
French designer Ora-Ïto’s
Foodshelf for Scavolini is a
customizable line of kitchen
cabinets with the warmth
and polish of living room furniture. The system includes
Switch, a cupboard with
pocket doors that allow it to
be completely closed, and
features like pull-out oak
countertops. The unit comes
in a range of lacquer and
melamine finishes. Two cupboards with an open larder,
shown, measures 12′ w. x 7′ h.
x 28″ d. and costs $28,500.
scavoliniusa.com
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COLD CALL
BlueStar rounds out its commercialquality line of appliances for the home
with its first refrigerator. Measuring
36″ w., it comes in more than 750 colors
and 10 metal trims; the stainless steel
interior has glass shelves and drawers.
The RAL 6024 color with stainless
steel, shown, costs $9,850.
bluestarcooking.com

